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For her first-ever YA novel, #1 New York Times best-selling author Jodi Picoult collaborates with
her teenage daughter Samantha van Leer on an exhilarating work of cross-generational
appeal.A story of romance, adventure, and humor, Between the Lines features high-schooler
and social outsider Delilah, who discovers a charming fairy tale in the school library and can’t
resist turning to it again and again. But one day she finds the book has hidden depths—and that
the story’s handsome prince has somehow stepped from the page into her very own world.

From School Library JournalPreS—In this board book, Fronis has turned the familiar childhood
ditty into a song for the Halloween season. Six toddlers costumed as a skeleton, a witch, a
mummy, a werewolf, Frankenstein, and Dracula cavort about as each introduces a verse from
the song. These include "If you're spooky and you know it," "If you're sneaky," "If you're wicked,"
"If you're naughty," "If you're hairy," "If you're creepy," and "If you're frightful." The actions include
"clap your hands," "nod your head," "stomp your feet," "snap your fingers," "jump up and down,"
"honk your nose," and, finally, "dance around." With the possible exception of snapping fingers,
most preschoolers will be able to mimic these actions. Though the last rhyme mentions the word
frightful, none of the characters are frightening. VERDICT A fun choice to use in a storytime,
especially in October.—Elaine Lesh Morgan, formerly at Multnomah County Library, Portland,
ORReviewThe classic movement song gets a thrilling twist. Nearly every child in America knows
the song "If You're Happy and You Know It" and most enjoy clapping hands, stomping feet, and
spinning around to its rhythm. This board book adapts that rhythm and filters it through the
creepy hues of Halloween. Verses include "If you're spooky and you know, it clap your hands," "If
you're naughty and you know it, snap your fingers," and "If you&#39;re hairy and you know it,
jump up and down!" Each verse is accompanied by an illustration of different traditional
Halloween monsters, including vampires, werewolves, and mummies, getting in on the fun. It's
unclear whether the double-page spreads include multiple iterations of one monster or several
separate, identical monsters. Little readers who are developmentally inclined to believe the latter
may be confused when they reach the final double-page spread, which features one each of all
the adorable monsters at one big Halloween party dancing together. The illustrations are colored
with the usual green, purple, and orange-heavy scheme most Halloween books employ. Adults
looking for an amusing way to introduce small children to the tricks and treats of Halloween will
find this mostly fills the bill. A delightfully creepy spin on an old favorite. (Board book. 1-3) ―
Kirkus ReviewsAbout the AuthorAly Fronis was born and raised in Connecticut. She enjoys
coming up with story ideas, cooking, and traveling. Aly now lives in New York City, where she
works as a children's book editor.Jannie Ho is a children's book illustrator whose work has
appeared in both trade and educational books, magazines, toys, crafts and digital media. She



currently lives in Boston. You can find out more about her at chickengirldesign.com.Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “great twist. What a fun story! For someone who always has her nose in a
book, this was a nice break and a sweet YA story.”

Grace M. Fonseca, “Books of Love Book Review: Between the Lines by Jodi Picoult and
Samantha Van Leer. A totally delightful book that everyone needs to read. The twists and turns
were really good. I also like how that the relationship between Prince Oliver and Delilah develops
in this story. I also really enjoyed the way that Delilah and Oliver each have their own lives within
their given spheres.Delilah seems like your typical teenage girl who happens to love a certain
fairytale. Yet when she reads the fairy tale, she notices that certain things are changing within
the fairy tale. Oliver and the other characters are very different within the fairy tale itself. They
have the roles that they play within the fairy tale, but have lives and are very different within the
fairytale. We also learn that Delilah and Oliver can communicate with each other. At first Delilah
think she is losing her mind, but finds that Oliver wants to get out of the book. So Delilah and
Oliver try to find different ideas, none of them working out very well.One of the things that I liked
was the fact that they had incorporated some of the other things that teenagers go through with
their parents. I really liked the relationship between Delilah and her mother. Oliver’s relationship
with his fairy tale mother. Plus even the relationship between Edgar and his mother, who
happened to be the one who wrote Between The Lines, title of the fairytale. I really enjoyed it a
lot.The other thing that I loved about this book was the illustrations. The illustrations were
absolutely beautiful. I felt that as we were reading the fairy tale part of Between The Lines the art
really represented some of the good parts of what you love about fairy tales when you were
young. The illustrator of this book really did a good job. I totally enjoyed the illustrations as they
made the book a much richer experience for me as a reader.Also when Delilah meets Edgar and
his mother, it comes as a very different experience for her. She finds that Edgar was the model
for Prince Oliver. So Delilah after spending some time with Edgar tells him of what has been
going on. Edgar comes up with a very inventive idea. Since they can’t change the story, how
about they write a new story. This idea seems to work and Edgar is now in the new story and
Oliver is now in Edgar’s place. I also like how everybody seem to get their happily ever after.I
totally loved this book and the characters. Plus the illustrations really made this book special to
me.Rating:4.5 Hearts”

Kayla West, “Brilliantly Enchanting Read. Being a fellow writer/reader, I have always wondered
what if the characters in a book/movie/video game really had their own thoughts and actions
outside of their own story. What if they had dreams, passions, and hopes of their own? That is
the exact question the authors (or authoresses, I like to say) pose in Between the Lines.Oliver is
a prince, but not in the courageous fighter of all evils kind of way. He is a bit timid, but still seems
to have a heart of gold. When a strange man calls on his help to save his daughter, the prince



reluctantly agrees. This comes after much thought and deliberation, of course. And so, like all
heroes at some point in their stories, Oliver goes on a quest to save the day...with a tiny bit of
regret at having agreed to it.You would think this would be the end of the story, but it isn't. When
this fairy tale story is closed to readers, the character of Oliver is a completely different person
entirely. He wonders what is truly out there...what is truly outside of his own book. He sees
Readers and hears what goes on in their lives, but he longs to experience that world for himself.
Longs to see, touch, feel, hear something different. Something unexpected and new.Suddenly,
Oliver gets his wish. After so many years of calling out to Readers and never being heard, a girl
named Delilah finally notices him. They are enamored (and in Delilah's case, a bit freaked out)
with each other. With the fact that they can interact with each other.Delilah and Oliver soon
become very close, and put their heads together to figure out a way to get Oliver out of his story
and into Delilah's own world. But there are so many obstacles in their way. Can they do it?This
book follows three different points of view. Well, two actually. Oliver's and Delilah's. The third
installment is the story that Oliver was written into. I love that. I love that we readers get to hear
the story which started the whole thing.All in all, I found this a stunning read, very beautiful and
enchanting. However, I do take into account that not all people may like this book. So...a little
advice...before you judge this book by its cover or description, open it up and read a little. Who
knows, you may love this more than you think.I recommend this to all people out there who love
imaginative stories. Stories that open your heart and beckon to you.”

Stephanie (Bookfever), “Cute, romantic with fairy tale elements. Just so you know, when they
say "Once upon a time"... they're lying.Between The Lines is every reader's dream, in my
opinion, because who hasn't wished for their favorite book characters coming to life? I know I
have with several books and that's why this is a really great book that I'm sure a lot of people will
love as well.To say this book is unique is putting it lightly. It's a contemporary young adult book
but it also has fantasy elements, which I loved. There were two points of view: Delilah and
Oliver's, but it also focuses on pages that are part of the book, Between The Lines, that Oliver is
a part of. So yes, this book is pretty remarkable in that way.I just really love the concept of this
story. Oliver, a fictional prince stuck to repeat the same fairy tale over and over again and
Delilah, a reader that loves said fairy tale and as it turns out the only one who can actually hear
Oliver. And together they're trying to find a way to get Oliver out of the book.The trouble Oliver
and Delilah go through to try and get him out of the book was huge to say the least. Everything
they tried failed each and every time. But I loved how they didn't want to give up now that they
had found each other. The story wasn't perfect or anything because it's not like it's the best book
I have ever written but it was a sweet story, cute, romantic with fairy tale elements. I just love
books like that from time to time.Overall, Between The Lines was a pretty great story that I know
will speak to any reader. In the end all the pieces fitted and everyone got their happy ending, just
like I hoped they would.”



Kitty Loves Books, “Stepping into a fairytale. A charmingly written and beautifully presented
novel. The idea for this book came from Samantha, Jodi Picoults daughter and it is quite
different to anything Picoult has written herself. This is the story of Delilah, a fifteen year old girl
with problems fitting in at school. She turns to books for comfort, her favourite being 'between
the lines' a fairytale that captures her imagination. She is drawn to Oliver, the dashing young
prince. She discovers that she is able to communicate with him through the book. We also have
Oliver's story from this other world, unhappily aware that he is forced to re-live this fairytale over
and over again.This is imaginative, creative and romantic. I can remember being caught up in my
favourite stories as a teen and would have loved my favourite character to reach out to me
through the book and sweep me off my feet! I read this while recovering from an operation, and it
was a perfect choice when having poor concentration and needing something light and happy.
My teenage son also enjoyed this! A delightful fantasy for any age, if you like a bit of fairytale
magic or the television series 'Once upon a time'.”

Sarah, “A must for anyone who's ever wished a fictional character was real.. I'm a huge Jodi
Picoult fan and I've been looking forward to this book since she first announced she was writing
a YA book with her daughter. Jodi Picoult + YA is literally a dream come true for me! I was
worried about how I'd review this; whether I'd be comparing it to her other books etc. but this
book completely stands out on its own, and it's going to be pretty easy to talk about!Firstly, this
book is beautiful. Not just the cover, but the stunning illustrations that appear throughout the
book, and the way the chapters are given different fonts and even different colour text. It's
obvious that so much love and care has been put into making this a book that you'll want to
treasure. I had to be so careful reading it because I didn't want to damage it at all! (Ok, so I'm like
that with all my books but this one even more so). There's several full page illustrations which are
just wonderful, and smaller, cute little silhouettes dotted throughout some of the chapters. I just
want to stroke this book all day long!Now on to the actual story. The book tells the story of Oliver
and Delilah. Oliver is a character in a fairy tale. When the story is being read he must act out his
part in it, fighting to rescue Seraphima and live happily ever after. But when the book is closed
the characters are alive, waiting until the next time someone reads the book and they have to
spring into action. Delilah is a misfit teenager; unpopular, always last in swimming races and
happiest with her head in a book, particularly this one fairy tale. Then she realises that the
characters are alive and strikes up a friendship with Oliver.The whole story is so brilliantly done.
It's such a fab little idea! I think what impressed me most is that it's exactly the kind of story a
dedicated reader should love. Not only is Delilah a girl who loves reading, but the whole story
bases itself on the idea that characters are alive when we're not reading them. I think the best
books and the best characters are those where you play out scenes with the characters in your
head, long after you've finished the book. Between the Lines really plays on that idea and turns it
into something even bigger. What if the characters are only acting? What if you could change the
ending of a story? What would happen if you could speak to your favourite character? What



happens when you close a book? Plus, if you've ever read a book and been able to totally relate
to a character and wish they were real (who hasn't?!) then you will love this story.The story is told
from both Delilah and Oliver's perspectives, with the chapters alternating between the two, and
between chapters of the fairy tale from Delilah's book. Not only is the main story between Oliver
and Delilah brilliant but the fairy tale itself is an absolute delight to read! I loved reading those
parts and escaping into that world just as Delilah does, with the magical tale of a prince and
princess, plus added dragon, mermaids and fairies really hooking me in.I couldn't put this book
down. I just loved spending time with the characters and waiting to find out what would happen.
It's not like anything Picoult has ever written, but it makes me want her to write more YA in the
future. I'm so glad she helped her daughter's idea come to life! (Samantha originally pitched the
idea to her mum and they decided to write it togther). It's a book I know I'll want to re-read over
and over.Anyone who loves and appreciates books should absolutely adore this one. If you love
fairy tales then it's a must as well!”

Nicole, “Stunning. An incredible idea for a book that both adults and young adults will love.Jodi
Picoult can do no wrong in my eyes and she's certainly hit onto a winner in this novel be herself
and her daughter. I read this incredibly quickly, it was brilliant. I love the premise behind the book
and knowing that there is a sequel to this book has made me increadibly happy.Recommend to
everyone”

The book by Jon Scieszka has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 1,291 people have provided feedback.
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